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A different “Hubbard energy control” mechanism of the insulator-metal transition �IMT� in Mott-Hubbard
insulators is discussed. This mechanism can be initiated by the lattice compression and it is driven by a spin
crossover of 3d5 ions from the high-spin state to the low-spin state. The spin crossover suppresses the effective
Hubbard parameter Ueff down to the value enabling the insulator-metal transition according to the Mott
mechanism Ueff /W�1. The classification of possible scenarios of metallization in the other 3dn metal com-
pounds is also performed.
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Recently, we have reported a spin crossover of Fe3+ ions
with simultaneous insulator-metal transition �IMT� in
BiFeO3 under compression.1 Inspired by this finding, we
have analyzed the pressure-induced Mott-Hubbard transition
in multiorbital dn Mott-Hubbard insulators �MHI� and found
a different scenario of Mott-Hubbard IM transition which we
designate as the “Hubbard energy control” mechanism in
contrast to the known “bandwidth control” or “band-filling”
control mechanisms.2 This mechanism comes into effect in
MHI due to the high-spin to low-spin �HS-LS� crossover in
transition metal ions with d5 configuration. Recently very
similar explanation of the IMT in MnO which is another
example of the d5 system has been discussed.3 Our further
analysis indicates that this mechanism is unique for d5 con-
figuration and should not be effective in d1, d2, d3, d4, d6, d7,
d8 or d9 configurations.

It is well known that the HS-LS spin crossover appears
due to the competition between the crystal-field parameter
�=10Dq and the Hund’s intra-atomic exchange energy J
�Ref. 4�. As a rule, the application of pressure increases the �
value but does not change the parameter J. However, here we
report that this competition may result in a decrease in the
effective Hubbard parameter Ueff in compressed material due
to the HS-LS spin crossover. As a result, the criterion of the
IMT Ueff�P�=W�P� �W is a half of the bandwidth� comes
into effect due to suppression of the Ueff in the low-spin
state, and is much less affected by the pressure-induced
changes in the bandwidth �“bandwidth control” mechanism
with pressure-independent constant value of U�.

We have documented the HS-LS crossover in a set of 3d5

systems, including FeBO3,5–7 GdFe3�BO3�4,8,9 RFeO3 �R
=La,Nd,Pr,Lu�,10–14 Y3Fe5O12,

15–17 BiFeO3,1,18 and
�-Fe2O3. All these systems show a significant decrease in the
optical gap at the spin-crossover transition from nearly 3 eV,
typical for insulators, to below 1 eV range, typical for semi-
conductors �Figs. 1�a� and 1�b��, or even to zero �Fig. 1�c��.
In the case of Y3Fe5O12 and BiFeO3, the optical gap drops to
zero value at the spin-crossover transition, indicating pos-
sible metallization �see also Fig. 2 for BiFeO3�. The evidence
of the spin-crossover transition in all these systems follows

from the Mössbauer and nuclear forward scattering �NFS�
measurements and is supported by x-ray emission spectros-
copy �XES� experiments �Fig. 3�. The collapse of the mag-
netic moment and radical drop of the local spin of 3d5 ions
�Fig. 3� are substantial evidences for the spin-crossover tran-
sition in these systems.6,8,10,13,16,18 The gradual tendency to
metallization with pressure in all these systems finally leads
to metallic state, but the scenarios are quite different. In
some cases insulator-semiconductor transition is initiated by
the spin crossover. The metallization in such cases occurs
after further pressure increase. Such scenario is observed, for
example, in FeBO3 and LaFeO3 �Figs. 2�a� and 2�b��.13,19 In
other cases metallization occurs directly at the spin-crossover
transition in 3d5 system �for example, in BiFeO3 and
Y3Fe5O12 �Refs. 1 and 15��. The main purpose of this com-
munication is to explain the role of the spin crossover in the
Mott-type IMT, which is observed experimentally in many
d5 systems.

A good example of spin-crossover-induced Mott transi-
tion is recently observed pressure-induced metallization in
BiFeO3. We have found and investigated in detail the
pressure-induced IMT in BiFeO3 from the optical absorption
spectroscopy1 �Fig. 1�c�� and from the resistance measure-
ments �Fig. 2�c�� both at room and low temperatures. At
pressures between 45 and 55 GPa, the optical gap is decreas-
ing to zero value, which implies an insulator-metal transition
in BiFeO3. The observed IMT was supported by the direct
measurements of resistance R at high pressures, as it is
shown in Fig. 2�c�. In the range from 40 to 55 GPa we
observed a drop in resistance by nearly 7 orders of magni-
tude. At the onset of IMT the temperature dependence of R
can be fitted to the Mott formula R=R0 exp�Tm /T�1/4 �Ref.
1�, which is valid for the variable-range hopping.20

We have used several high-pressure techniques to inves-
tigate the electronic, magnetic, and structural properties of
BiFeO3 at high pressures in diamond anvil cells. Magnetic
properties and spin states of Fe3+ ions were studied by the
synchrotron NFS and by Fe-K� XES. The NFS measure-
ments at 57Fe �Fig. 3�c�� clearly show a collapse of iron
magnetic moments at pressures near 50 GPa.18 The high-
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pressure XES measurements have discovered dramatic
changes in the spin states of iron ion Fe3+ in the range from
40 to 55 GPa �inset in Fig. 3�c��.1 These observations indi-
cate unambiguously a spin crossover in Fe3+ ions from the
high-spin state �S=5 /2� to the low-spin state �S=1 /2�. Our
theoretical estimates for BiFeO3 show that IMT would ap-
pear at a pressure of �370 GPa due to the band-broadening
effects, while the actual critical pressure is only �50 GPa
due to the “Hubbard energy control” mechanism, as follows
from our experimental data.1 Thus, we have accumulated
compelling evidence that the insulator-metal transition in
BiFeO3 is accompanied by the spin crossover of iron ions
from the HS state to the LS state. The relation of the IMT to
the spin crossover is considered below.

Mott20 proposed the insulator model for transition metal

oxides with partially filled d band. Combined with Hubbard
theory,21 this model predicts that the conductivity is sup-
pressed by strong Coulomb interaction. For 3d5 configura-
tion the effective Hubbard parameter Ueff of such electron
repulsion is determined by the multielectron energy of d4, d5,
and d6 configurations,22

Ueff�d5� = E0�d6� + E0�d4� − 2E0�d5� , �1�

where E0�dn� are the energies of ground terms of the dn

configuration at ambient pressure. The parameter Ueff repre-
sents a gap between the upper Hubbard band with energy
�c=E0�dn+1�−E0�dn� and the lower Hubbard band �v
=E0�dn�−E0�dn−1�.23
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The pressure dependences of the optical
gap in selected 3d5 systems. At the HS-LS spin transitions of Fe3+

ions around 50 GPa, the optical gap in FeBO3, GdFe3�BO3�4,
LuFeO3, and NdFeO3 decreases dramatically to below 1 eV range,
typical of semiconductors. In the same pressure range, the optical
gaps in BiFeO3 and Y3Fe5O12 reveal a drop to nearly zero value
indicating possible metallization.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The pressure effect on resistance is
shown in �a� FeBO3 �Ref. 19�, �b� LaFeO3 �Ref. 13�, and �c�
BiFeO3 �Ref. 1� near the HS-LS spin-crossover transitions in Fe3+

ions. The insets show the temperature dependence of resistance at
several pressures. At the spin transition, FeBO3 and LaFeO3 reveal
dramatic drop of resistance and transform to a semiconducting state,
while in BiFeO3 the insulator-metal transition is observed.
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Here we use a single band effective Hubbard model with-
out distinguishing between the Hubbard energy U and the
charge-transfer energy Ect �Ref. 24�. In the case of the
charge-transfer insulator, the low energy effective model is
the effective Hubbard model with the energy Ect instead of
U. The calculation of Ect is provided by the expression simi-
lar to Eq. �1� with substitution E0�dn−1� by E0�dnL� �, where L�
denotes a ligand hole. We should mention that in order to
construct a microscopic theory of IMT in a given crystal one
has to discuss orbital degeneracy of 3d electrons, its splitting
in the crystal field of the proper symmetry �usually distorted
from the cubic one�, and details of the band structure.25–27

Here we restrict consideration to a semiquantitative approach
in the framework of the effective Hubbard model to elucidate

the “Hubbard energy control” mechanism in the simplest
way. We have a good experience constructing the effective
Hubbard model for the low energy physics from our calcu-
lations the electronic structure of copper oxides.28 The ki-
netic energy of electrons is determined by the width of the d
band 2W. In this case the fundamental gap of the insulator is
equal to �Ueff−W�, and the criterion of the transition from the
insulating to the metallic state is W�Ueff �Ref. 20�.

As it follows from the Tanabe-Sugano calculations,4 at
high pressures the d4, d5, and d6 configurations reveal spin
crossovers at the increase in the crystal-field parameter �.
Below we will show that for d5 ions the effective Hubbard
parameter Ueff is decreased with increasing pressure.

Our calculations �see the details in the Appendix� reveal
that there are three regions of the pressure-induced changes
in the parameter � /J which correspond to different ground
states of dn terms:

�i� At � /J�2 all d4, d5, and d6 configurations are in HS
state.

�ii� At 2�� /J�3 the d4 and d5 terms are in HS state and
the d6 term is in LS state.

�iii� And finally, at � /J�3 the d4 term is in intermediate
spin �IS� state; the d5 and d6 terms are in LS state. In these
regions, the different behavior of the parameter Ueff is given
by

Ueff�d5� = �U�d5� + 4J − � at �/J � 2

U�d5� + 8J − 3� at 2 � �/J � 3

U�d5� − J at �/J � 3.
� �2�

Here U�d5�=EC�d6�+EC�d4�−2EC�d5�, where EC�dn� is the
part of the Coulomb energy for dn configuration independent
of the total spin. It is determined by a distribution of n elec-
trons over five d orbitals for a given configuration and in-
cludes different intraorbital and interorbital Coulomb matrix
elements.

Both the crystal-field parameter � and the bandwidth W
grow with pressure, and we assume that this change is linear
in a limited pressure range: W�P�=W0+�WP, ��P�=�0
+��P. Thus we can estimate pressure dependencies of Ueff
and W as it is shown in Fig. 4. The sharp bends of the Ueff
line at the points P1

cross and P2
cross in Fig. 4 correspond to the

spin crossover for d6, d4, and d5 configurations, respectively,
while the crossover points of the Ueff and W lines at P1, P2,
P3, and P4 correspond to IMT. It is obvious that in the pres-
sure range P1

cross�P� P2
cross the linear slopes of � and W

should be renormalized to larger values because in this re-
gion there is anomaly in volume decrease of dn ion due to
spin crossover. This renormalization could be taken into ac-
count as �W→y�W, ��→y�� where parameter y�1 �the
detailed discussion may be found in the Appendix�.

Depending on the W0 and �W values, there are three pos-
sible scenarios of the IMT �Fig. 4�:

�1� Both W0 and �W are large �line 1 in Fig. 4�. In this
case IMT occurs in the HS states of d4, d5, and d6 configu-
rations. The “Hubbard energy control” mechanism does not
change substantially the critical pressure as determined by
the “bandwidth control” mechanism �e.g., point P1 in Fig. 4�.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The spin-crossover transition in Fe3+ ions
is evidenced by the pressure behavior of magnetic hyperfine fields
at 57Fe nuclei obtained from conventional and synchrotron Möss-
bauer technique in several materials: �a� FeBO3 �Ref. 6�, �-Fe2O3,
�b� LaFeO3 �Ref. 10�, PrFeO3 �Ref. 13�, �c� Y3Fe5O12 �Ref. 16�,
BiFeO3 �Refs. 1 and 18�. The inset in �c� shows the HS-LS spin
crossover probed by x-ray Fe-K� emission spectroscopy in BiFeO3

�Ref. 1�.
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In this case the “bandwidth control” is the governing mecha-
nism consistent with previous consideration.29

The semiquantitative IMT criterion is U=xW, and the nu-
merical parameter x depends on the crystal lattice, details of
the band structure, and the single particle density of states,
and approximations. In the initial Hubbard III solution x
=1.74 �Ref. 30�, while x=3 in the dynamical mean-field
theory �DMFT� �Ref. 31� and x=2.3 in the cluster DMFT
calculations.32 In all calculations x�1 that is most important
in our approach. Below we will use the x=2.3 value in nu-
merical estimations.

�2� Both W0 and �W are small �line 3 in Fig. 4�. At these
W0 and �W values, IMT may occur when both d5 and d6

configurations are in the LS states while d4 is in the IS state
�see point P4 in Fig. 4�. In this situation, Ueff is less than
U0=Ueff�P=0� by the factor of �5J−��. For Fe3+ ion, the
typical value of J is 0.8 eV, and � is about 1.0–1.5 eV.23

Therefore, before IMT, the decrease in Ueff is about 2.5–3
eV. In this case the spin crossover in d5 configuration �point
P2

cross in Fig. 4� will result in an insulator-semiconductor
transition. The semiconducting state persists up to the point
xW�P�=Ueff where IMT takes place �at P4 in Fig. 4�. At
pressures above this point a metallic state occurs. We have
observed this scenario experimentally in FeBO3 �Refs. 5 and
6 and inset in Fig. 4�b��, GdFe3�BO3�4 �Refs. 8 and 9� and
RFeO3 �R=Lu,Nd� �Ref. 14�. Our theoretical estimates for
the pressure behavior and for the critical pressure of metal-
lization are in good agreement with the experimental data
obtained for FeBO3 �Ref. 19� �see also Fig. 2�a�, inset in Fig.
4�b�, and the Appendix�.

�3� The line 2 in Fig. 4 corresponds to intermediate values
of W0 and �W. In this case the IMT occurs at HS states of the
d4 and d5 terms and LS state of the d6 term �point P3 in Fig.
4�. The crossing of W�P� line 2 with the constant level U0
�when Ueff is independent of P� at the point P3 indicates a
possible IMT due to the “bandwidth control” mechanism.
However the actual IMT occurs at lower pressure due to the
“Hubbard energy control” at the P2 value, which is much
lower than P3. The estimates of the IMT pressure for BiFeO3
are in an excellent agreement with experimental data.1 The
estimates for the “bandwidth control” scenario give the IMT
pressure about 370 GPa, while due to the spin-crossover ef-
fects �the “Hubbard energy control” mechanism� it occurs at
55 GPa �see Fig. 2�c�, inset in Fig. 4�b�, and Appendix�.

The insulator-metal transition of Mott type was observed
in BiFeO3 at high pressures above 55 GPa, concomitant with
the HS-LS crossover of Fe3+ ions. The analysis of the data
elucidates a different mechanism of IMT in Mott-Hubbard
insulators. This mechanism can be brought into effect by
high pressure and it is driven by the spin crossover of d5 ions
from the high-spin state to the low-spin state. We have
shown that the spin crossover suppresses the effective Hub-
bard parameter Ueff below the IMT threshold Ueff /W�1. We
dubbed the IMT mechanism as the “Hubbard energy control”
mechanism in addition to the known “bandwidth control”
and “doping-control” mechanisms.

We believe that this mechanism is also relevant for other
3d5 transition-metal compounds such as FeBO3,5–7

GdFe3�BO3�4,8,9 RFeO3 �R=La,Nd,Pr,Lu�,10–14

Y3Fe5O12,
15–17 �-Fe2O3,33,34 Fe3O4,35 MnO �Refs. 36 and

37� where the spin crossover was found along with insulator-
metal or insulator-semiconductor transitions �see also Refs.
11 and 34�. Of course, in a given oxide all mechanisms work
together, and our consideration of different scenarios in Fig.
4 is revealing the different possibilities. The IMT may occur
simultaneously with the spin crossover, as it occurs in our
case �3� �line 2 in Fig. 4� and was pointed out in Ref. 3 for a
MnO, or it may follow after the spin crossover due to de-
crease in the effective Hubbard parameter Ueff as we have
shown here for BiFeO3. According to Ref. 38, the similar
decrease in the single particle gap and the forthcoming spin
crossover take place in �-Fe2O3.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� A diagram elucidating the Hubbard–
energy control mechanism of the Mott-Hubbard transition. The de-
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��W3�. Points P1, P2, and P4 are the pressures of the insulator-
metal Mott-Hubbard transitions in the Hubbard–energy control
mechanism. �b� The types of pressure dependencies of the band gap
Eg as a result of different scenarios from the theoretical model in
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shows the experimental examples of pressure dependence of the
gap for BiFeO3 and FeBO3 �filled points correspond to the thermo-
activating gap from resistivity measurements �Ref. 19�; open sym-
bols correspond to the optical gap from optical absorption�. The
case of FeBO3 is a good example of scenario 3 from part �a�.
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It is significant that from the thermodynamic point of
view, the spin crossover is not a phase transition because
there is no thermodynamic order parameter that differentiates
the HS and LS states. The value of magnetization changes at
the spin crossover but this is a quantitative change, not quali-
tative. However at T=0 K the spin crossover is a quantum
critical point according to the general theory.39 For example,
there should be a jump of spin entropy S at very low tem-
peratures near the critical pressure, because for the HS state
�S� ln 6 while for the LS state �S� ln 2. Other examples
of quantum critical points induced by pressure in heavy-
fermion compounds such as CeIn3 and UGe2 are given in
Ref. 40.

In a recent theoretical study41 it was found that in d4, d6,
d7, and d8 systems spin-crossover effects do not have such
dramatic effect on the effective Hubbard parameter Ueff. We
summarized theoretical considerations in Table I. The details
of the calculations could be found in Ref. 41 and in the
Appendix.

In summary, our findings of “Hubbard-energy controlled”
IMT in d5 systems present a unique situation of the interplay
between local parameters in the multiorbital Hubbard model
and the collective behavior of the charge carriers in the sys-
tem at the onset of the insulator-metal transition, which has
no analogs in other dn configurations.
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00490-a, and by the Russian Academy of Sciences Projects
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ogy and Nanomaterials” �Grant No. 27-4.1.10�.

APPENDIX

1. Details of theoretical estimations of Ueff

for different dn cases

In Tanabe-Sugano calculations, all intra-atomic Coulomb
matrix elements have been considered and all multiplets for a

given dn configuration have been obtained. We will simplify
these calculations assuming that for all states of dn configu-
ration spin-independent Coulomb matrix elements are the
same and the difference in the energy for different spin states
stems from two factors: �i� each pair of parallel spins gains
the Hund exchange energy J compared to the antiparallel
spin pair; �ii� cubic crystal field �=10Dq splits the atomic
single electron d level into the t2g and eg levels with the
energies −4Dq and +6Dq, respectively. Within this very
simple approach we can write down analytically the energy
of different spin states and obtain the criteria for spin cross-
overs in agreement with the Tanabe-Sugano calculations.35

In this approximation we cannot obtain a full set of terms
with given spin, so it cannot be used for spectroscopy. Nev-
ertheless this approach appears to be very useful to study
spin crossovers and their effect on the electronic structure.
Thus for d5 configuration we can write down the HS and LS
terms energy as the following:

EHS�d5� = EC�d5� − 10J ,

ELS�d5� = EC�d5� − 20Dq − 4J , �A1�

where EC�d5� is the spin-independent part of the Coulomb
energy for d5 configuration. To calculate the effective U we
also need the energies for d4 and d6 configurations that can
be written as

EHS�d4� = EC�d4� − 6Dq − 6J ,

EIS�d4� = EC�d4� − 16Dq − 3J , �A2�

EHS�d6� = EC�d6� − 4Dq − 10J ,

ELS�d6� = EC�d6� − 24Dq − 6J . �A3�

With these energies it is straightforward to get the Ueff as it is
given for d5 configuration in Eq. �2�.

For d2, d4, and d7 configurations the Ueff does not depend
on pressure:

TABLE I. Behavior of Ueff for different dn ions at increase in crystal-field parameter �.

Type of dn ion Ueff for different values of crystal-field parameter �

� /J�2 2�� /J�3 3�� /J

Ueff �d5� U�d5�+4J−� U�d5�+8J−3� U�d5�−J

Ueff �d6� U�d6�−J U�d6�−7J+3� U�d6�−J+�

� /J�3 3�� /J

Ueff �d3� U�d3�−J+� U�d3�+2J

� /J�2 2�� /J

Ueff �d8� U�d8�−J+� U�d8�+J

Ueff �d1 ,d9� U�d1 ,d9�−J �no spin crossovers, Ueff is independent of ��
Ueff �d2 ,d4 ,d7� U�d2 ,d4 ,d7�−J �Ueff is constant at all values of ��
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Ueff�d2,d4,d7� = U�d2,d4,d7� − J . �A4�

For d6 configuration the Ueff may grow with pressure:

Ueff�d6� = �U�d6� − J at �/J � 2

U�d6� − 7J + 3� at 2 � �/J � 3

U�d6� − J + � at �/J � 3.
� �A5�

For d8 configuration the Ueff first grows with pressure and
then it goes to saturation:

Ueff�d8� = 	U�d8� − J + � at �/J � 2

U�d8� + J at �/J � 2.

 �A6�

For d1 and d9 configurations spin crossovers do not appear
and Ueff is independent of pressure.

2. Corrections to d5 case

Between P1
cross and P2

cross the experimental data show a
strong increase in the lattice compressibility, and to take this
fact into account we renormalize the pressure derivatives of
the bandwidth and crystal field in this region of pressure as
�W→y�W, ��→y�� with parameter y�1.

At relatively small pressures, the insulator gap Eg=U
−W is far from zero, but near the IMT it is Eg=U−Uc, where
Uc=xW. The pressure dependence of the gap is given by

Eg = �Eg0 − k1P at P � P1
cross

Eg�P1
cross� − k2�P − P1

cross� at P1
cross � P � P2

cross

Eg�P2
cross� − k3�P − P2

cross� at P � P2
cross.

�
�A7�

Here Eg0 is the gap value at P=0, k1=�W+�� and k2
=y�x�W+3���, k3=x�W.

3. Applicability of the linear approximation for pressure
dependencies of W and �

Linear changes in the bandwidth and crystal field changes
at small pressure result from small changes in the lattice
parameters �at least up to 50 GPa�. At higher pressures non-
linear contribution becomes more important. In this paper we
take it into account by renormalization of the baric deriva-

tives in the crossover region 40–55 GPa; in other words we
use two linear dependences with different slopes. In the
crossover region structural deformations occur due to the
change in the ionic radii which has nothing in common with
the power dependence of the Hamiltonian parameters on in-
teratomic distance for a fixed dn configuration.

4. Numerical estimates for FeBO3

The model parameters calculated for FeBO3 are the
following:23 U0=4.2 eV, J=0.8 eV, �0=1.5 eV, and W0
=0.36 eV. It gives �W=0.002 eV /GPa, and ��

=0.02 eV /GPa. Thus the spin crossover occurs at P= P2
cross

= �3J−�0� /���45 GPa, while the IMT point at P4 is given
by P4= �U0−5J+�0−xW0� /x�W�190 GPa. These esti-
mates of the critical pressures are in good agreement with the
experimental data obtained for FeBO3 �Ref. 29�.

5. Numerical estimates for BiFeO3

Our analysis of the experimental data �see Figs. 1–3� re-
veals that in BiFeO3 the IMT scenario corresponds to the
case �3� with the W�P� line crossing the Ueff�P� line very
close to the spin crossover point P2

cross �see brown line la-
beled BiFeO3 in Fig. 4�. The IMT occurs just after the spin
crossover as the result of a sharp decrease in the effective
Hubbard parameter Ueff due to the crossover.

We take the typical values of U0=3.55 eV and W0
=1 eV. Then from four experimental parameters k1
=0.0125 eV /GPa �see Eq. �A7��, two spin crossover values
P1

cross=40 GPa, P2
cross=48 GPa, and the IMT point PIMT

=55 GPa we have found four unknown parameters y, �0,
�W, and ��. These parameters are �0=1.16 eV, �W
=0.0015 eV /GPa, ��=0.011 eV /GPa, and y=2.35. We
have calculated the k2=y�x�W+3��� value and we have ob-
tained k2=0.086 eV /GPa in agreement with the experimen-
tal value 0.10 eV/GPa, which serves as an independent con-
firmation of the consistency of our parameters.

Thus in BiFeO3, the IMT induced by the Hubbard energy
control mechanism occurs at

PIMT = �U − J − xW0�/yx�W � 55 GPa, �A8�

while the bandwidth control mechanism results in the IMT at

PIMT = �U − xW0�/x�W � 370 GPa. �A9�
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